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Abstract

Given the growth in tourism online data as a result of a large number of users posting their personal opinions in social networks
and other online platforms with the idea to help other visitants, many authors have proposed a huge variety of ways to classify
the sentiments contained in these opinions in order to recommend services (hotels, restaurants, etc.) and destinations to the
users with the intention of facilitating their trip planning. In this paper, the authors propose a model to rank tourist sites of a
city, based on OWA operators, with the objective of being used as a recommender system.
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1. Introduction

Tourism, as was defined in 1995[1] by World Tourism Organization UNWTO, include "the activities of per-
sons traveling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for not more than one consecutive year for
leisure, business and other purposes". Since that definition, tourism sector and how users demand their services
have evolved rapidly. Consequently, tourism has been transformed from a classic offline industry to one of the
most extended e-commerce businesses online ([2, 3]). This has led to an exponential increase in the number of
searches for touristic information on the Internet. As a result, several number of reviews, opinions, descriptions,
etc. can be found in different social media, blog or online travel agencies.

Paradoxically, this wide range of information, instead of helping users making their travel plans, sometimes
could difficult the process. With this regards, a number of recommender systems have been proposed to help users
in their trip planning by recommending destinations and other related touristic services. However not many focus
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on recommending touristic sites in a given city.

In this contribution we propose, using the polarities obtained from the users reviews posted on social media,
the application of Yagers’ Ordering Weighting Aggregation Operator, OWA, the aim of ranking the most relevant
touristic sites in a given city. We consider that this contribution would capture the fuzziness of overall opinions
through the linguistic quantifiers such as "Most of the users think..." to give a unique rankable aggregated opinion.

This contribution is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work. A brief summary of the
aggregation operator and specifically of the OWA operator are shown in Section 3. In Section 4, we proposed our
opinion consensus aggregation model. An application of the model with Paris city data is exposed in Section 5.
Conclusions are presented in the last section.

2. Related Work

The tourism field has been explored by a number of authors, mainly through machine learning techniques such
as classification or clusterization of destinations, tourist profiles identifications or extracting people sentiments
about visited places using their online opinions. However, the literature about the application of OWA operators
in tourism is very limited.

The application of machine learning has been widely used to develop recommender systems. For example in
[4] it has been analyzed how developed are the content-based and knowledge-based systems in the tourism do-
main comparing them with other domains. Moreover, they propose the application of demographic recommender
algorithms to predict the ratings of touristic attractions. In this line in [5] a method based on multi-criteria col-
laborative filtering recommender has been proposed. Moreover in [6] it has been developed a system that gives
personalized touristic site recommendation using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and a bayesian network,
taking into account the given users’ travel behavior and other similar users’ behaviour.

Using a large-scale text-based analysis, G. McKenzie and B. Adams in [7] measure the affinity and discrepancy
between different kind of touristic reviews demonstrating their importance in defining how tourists view a city.
The information contained in the travel blogs and social media has been also used to develop sentiment classifiers
through supervised machine learning algorithms [8]. Sentiment analysis applied to tourism data is used in [9][10]
where the authors study the concordance between users’ sentiments and automatic sentiment-detection algorithms.
An application of the OWA to the tourism industry has been done in [11], where the authors propose a decision
making framework in which an expert system integrates with GIS-based ANP-OWA with the objective of finding
the optimum location for new tourism facilities.

3. Preliminaries

There is a huge variety of aggregation operators classified in 4 groups according to their attitudes or position
respect to the minimum and maximum operator (Dubois & Prade, 1985)[12]:

• The conjunctive attitude: It requires the satisfaction of all the used criteria and it is represented by

h(u1, . . . , uq) ≤ min(u1, . . . , uq)

• The disjunctive attitude: Operators in which just some criteria must be satisfied and it is defined by the
following axiom:

h(u1, . . . , uq) ≥ max(u1, . . . , uq)

• The compromise attitude: This kind of operators describe a trade off between values returning a result
within both extremes

min < h < max

I. Bueno et al. / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2019) 000–000

• Hybrids: In this group are the operators with a mix attitude so it is not possible to include them in any of
the other groups

In this paper we focus on the operators known as Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) which are included in
the compromise attitude operators. They were introduced by Yager in 1988 as a new compensation operator. As
they introduce weights they can be seen as the weighted means. However, in the OWA the weights do not affect
to an specific criterion but to the position it has after ordering them: each weight ωi is paired with the ith bigger
element.

DEFINITION 1. (OWA Operator [13]) It is a function of dimension κ, F : Rκ −→ R, that has associated a set of
weights or weighting vector Ω = (ω1, . . . , ωκ) to it, so that ωi ∈ [0, 1] and

∑κ
i=1 ωi = 1, and is defined to aggregate

a list of real values {u1, . . . , uκ} according to the following expression:

F(u1, . . . , uκ) =
κ∑

i=1

ωi · uσ(i),

being σ : {1, . . . , n} −→ {1, . . . , n} a permutation such that uσ(i) ≥ uσ(i+1),∀i = 1, . . . , n − 1, i.e., uσ(i) is the ith
highest value in the set {u1, . . . , uκ}.

Three notable OWA operators were defined in (Yager, 1988):

• F(u1, . . . , uκ) = max(u1, . . . , uκ) when ω1 = 1 and ωi = 0 ∀i � 1

• F(u1, . . . , uκ) = min(u1, . . . , uκ) when ωκ = 1 and ωi = 0 ∀i � κ

• F(u1, . . . , uκ) = avg(u1, . . . , uκ) when Ω =
[

1
κ
, 1
κ
, . . . , 1

κ

]

The weighting function establishes the difference between OWA operators. One of them is the fuzzy quantifier
which is defined as a function Q : [0, 1] =⇒ [0, 1] where Q(0) = 0,Q(1) = 1 and Q(x) ≥ Q(y) for x > y. We
can construct linguistic quantifiers such as "at least half", "most of" and "as many as possible" Figure 1 using the
following function (Zadeh, 1983):

Q(x) =



0 if x < a
x−a
b−a if a ≤ x ≤ b
1 if b < x

(1)

Based on the Q function, the elements of the weighting vector used in the OWA are defined from:

ωi = Q
( i
κ

)
− Q
( i − 1
κ

)
(2)
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Fig. 1: Some linguistic quantifiers

In Figure 1 we show the form of the linguistic quantifiers we are going to use in our case of use to obtain the
weights of the OWA operators. We have established the values of a and b at (0.1 , 0.8), (0 , 0.5) and (0.5 , 1) for
"the most of", "at least half" and "as many as possible" respectively.

4. An Opinion Consensus Aggregation Model

In this section we present our proposed consensus aggregation model, whose architecture has been outlined in
2.

Fig. 2: Model architecture

I. Bueno et al. / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2019) 000–000

For opinion aggregation have been proposed multiple architectures. In this contribution we use the ones pro-
posed in [14, 15], composed of the following four main steps, depicted in 2:

• Collect: Information is extracted from social networks and stored into a repository.
• Identify: In this phase, pinion sentences on tourist sites are identified.
• Classify: A sentiment polarity is generated for each opinion sentence
• Aggregate: Finally, the sentiment polarities are aggregated by each tourist site.

4.1. Collect
In the first step city attractions information is obtained from the Web API of http://tour-pedia.org,

which is part of the OpeNER project. Linked to this information are the reviews of each attraction (Ai, i = 1, . . . , κ),
obtained from four social network: Booking, Facebook, Foursquare and Google Places. Finally, the repository to
use is composed by the name of the attraction, a text and the polarity of each review (ri, i = 1, . . . , κ). Although
we have choose this data source for our analysis it is probably that public organisms have similar data in order to
reproduce this example in their place attractions.

4.2. Identify and Classify
The steps to identifying the opinion sentences on tourist site and classifying them into sentiment polarities is

solved given that the Web API includes the polarity, which is between 0 and 10, of each review. This scale has to
be understood as the higher, the better, that is, 0 is the worst an attraction could be valued and 10 is the maximum.
According to the polarity tagger section in the OpeNER project documentation1, the tool tags words with polarity
information, that is, positive or negative notions in a certain domain, and also with sentiment modifiers to inflate
or attenuate the polarity, so it may be using a lexicon-based approach to tag the global polarity to a review. This
tool support reviews in the following languages: Dutch, German, English, French, Italian and Spanish.

4.3. Aggregate
In the last step, we propose the aggregation of every review associated to an attraction through an OWA oper-

ator using different linguistic quantifiers to define the used weights. To summarize, for each touristic site a global
priority is obtained, in order to rank them, following the scheme showed in Figure 3.
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5. Using the proposed approach for evaluating the Paris’ main touristic attractions

In this section we carry out an application of the exposed opinion consensus aggregation model to the city of
Paris. With this purpose we follow the steps specified in Figure 2.

First of all we gather the data from the tour-pedia Web API, a dataset composed of 827 attractions (monuments,
museums, gardens, etc.)[Figure 4]. We reduce it for this example to those places with at least 100 reviews, to
guarantee the representativeness of opinions, and the quality of the tourist attractions, deleting pubs and other
similar places.

Fig. 4: Attraction repository

Once the dataset is generated the next stage consists on the identification and classification of the reviews
associated with the tourist sites. From the 8 tourist sites selected (Tour Eiffel, Louvre Museum, Cathedrale Notre-
Dame de Paris, Orsay Museum, Luxembourg Gardens, Basilique du Sacre-Cour, Moulin Rouge and Tuileries
Garden) we obtain all the reviews for each of them[Figure 5].

Fig. 5: Reviews repository

After their classification the aggregation is carried out. In this last stage, the opinions of each site are aggre-
gated into an overall polarity in order to rank the touristic attractions of Paris. We use the linguistic quantifiers
exposed in Figure 1 to compute the weights used in the OWA operator to aggregate the reviews and construct three
different rankings (see Table 1). The weights are obtained using Equation 2 where for each touristic site, κ is the
number of reviews it has and i = 1, . . . , κ.
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Site Most At least the half As many as possible
Basilica of the Sacred Heart of Paris 5.97(4) 8.48(4) 1.88(3)

Notre-Dame Cathedral 5.18(5) 7.87(5) 1.37(6)

Louvre Museum 5.02(6) 7.58(6) 1.45(5)

Luxembourg Gardens 6.07(3) 8.67(3) 1.83(4)

Moulin Rouge 4.52(7) 7.46(7) 0.87(8)

Orsay Museum 6.40(2) 8.68(2) 2.27(2)

Tour Eiffel 4.51(8) 7.40(8) 0.91(7)

Tuileries Garden 7.56(1) 9.59(1) 3.48(1)

Table 1: Overall polarity ranking with different linguistic quantifiers

As can be seen in Table 1, using the linguistic quantifiers most and at least half to obtain the weights, the OWA
operator ordered the attractions equally although their polarity intensities change from one to another. Using as
many as possible linguistic quantifier for the OWA we obtain a slightly change in the order of the touristic sites
(for example, Tour Eiffle climbs a position) and a remarkable reduction in the polarity intensities. The table shows
two measures for each ranking. Between parenthesis we can see the position in the ranking of the tourist sites to
visit, while the other result is the valuation given by the users. The linguistic interpretation of the results can be
understood through the following example: The best valued tourist site in Paris is Toulleries Garden in such a
way that the most of users give it a valuation of 7.56 out of 10.

6. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper contribution proposed an opinion consensus aggregation model based on the OWA operators.
The proposed approach applicability has been proved through an example using a real data set of the tourist sites
in Paris. Some future extensions of the proposed model could be the aggregation of the polarities obtained using
diverse machine learning algorithms, the integration of fuzzy logic in our model or the used of more complex
OWA operators. Moreover, it has been observed that although some opinions for a given site are positive, their
associated polarities are low given they contain, for example, a complaint about the weather during their visit.
Thus another extension is to use multi-criteria decision making models such as AHP to take into account different
aspects (weather, city geographical situation, amount of people, impression...) of the given opinion and applying
the previous mentioned extensions in order to have a more complete and realistic ranking through the combination
of the polarities of each aspect associated to the opinions.
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